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The nations of locally expawive, positively expansive, expanding in the ~trtae G ifi\uelle and 
expanding in the sense of Duvall and Husch axe ecluivaient in a quite general setting. 
/ AMS Subj. Class.: Primary 5CH20; Secondary 58F99,283333,34C35 
I 
i expanding positively exp: tnsive topologicai kuunics 
.i 
Positively expansive maps were introduced by RF. Williams [111 an3 ;wE, Eisen- 
berg [3]. Williams constructs [I’E] certain expanding attractors for diffeoraorphisms 
as shifts on a solenoid which arises from smooth positively expansive maps on 
branched manifolds. M, Shub introduced expanding endomorphisms andijfexenti- 
able manifolds [IO] and ID. Rueile [P] introduced atopological notion a;rf exp:mding 
smaps ufficient to recover the ergodic properties of expanding eadomorphisms. It 
welts shown in f 11 that a map of a compact manifold onto itself is positively expansive 
if and only if it is expanding in the sense of Ruelle. 
Another way of capturing Shub’s notion of expanding in a topological setting is 
due to P.F. Duvall, Jr. and LS. Husch [Z] who introduced maps which expand 
certain short paths and show that some dynamical prqlerties of exphirdine 
endomorphisms can be recovered from ti-reir expanding propf:rty. 
A somewhat different notion of local expansiveness has 1jeer-1 exploited by 
Rosen [6] and I. Rosenholtz [a, $1 to prove fixed point theorems. 
The point of this paper is; that aIt these properties are equivaletlt to positive 
expaask eraess inquite general settings. 
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WC: say that f i.s positively expansive if there exists a metric d fat X (th.is means 
compatible with topology of X) and a numkwr c > 0 SU& that x # y im pries the 
existence 07 a positive integer n such that d[ f”[x),jr”(y>f> C. This proper& (Ilthough 
not c 1 i$ in,jependent of the metric for X. 
-a%e say that f increases small distances if Cthere exist a ~lhet~i&d’ hi X &I E 3 0 
SU& that 0 c d(x, y) < E implies d[ f(x), f(y)]> S(x, y). If, in addition, J’ is open, 
we call f locally expansive. 
We say that f expands smulil distances if there exists 8 metric d for X and asmlbers 
*> 0 and A z 1 such that 0 c d(x, y) < E implies rPtf(x), f(y)] > kd (x, y). If, in c’- 
addition, f is open, we call f &elk expanding. Thiis defknition is equkaient o 
Ftuclle’s definition of expanding [9, p. 1431. 
Theorem I. Let f be a map from a compact mat&able space X onto its& The 
following statements are eq84ivalent. 
I 1.1) The map f expands small distances. 
( 1.2 ) Ihe map f increases small distances. 
( 1.3) The map f is positively expansive. 
The following Theorein is an immediate corollary of Theorem I. 
Theorem 2. Let f bs an open map t3f a compact metkable space onto itself. The 
following .Uatements are equivalent. 
(2.1 I The map f is R&e expanding. 
r2.2) The map f is locally expansirle. 
(2.3) The mwp f is pos:‘tiuely expansive. -’ 
Let X be a locally connected, compact, metrizable space ai\d let f be a map onto 
itself. Let cp : I +X be EL path. Here I = 
a path = 0, we call q a ttWg@at 
be a metric for X. We define 
s(Q, d) = max(d[cp(O), r,o(t))]: 06 t G 1). 
From now on, we suppress the name of the metric, We say that f is .Duuall--Husch 
~~,,~a~di~~ if there exist num.bers A > I and K > 0 such that if q~ is a tangent path 
$ then L?( f” 0 cp) 3 min{A n }. This property allows one to behave 
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gu$h&at if d(x, p)C.S-and 9 lis ia path from f(x) to f(y) for which S’(q) ICC: E, then 
there is a path & x to y such &at f Q Jr r: dp,’ CXearJy, this prqperty (althou 
not the numbers E 8) is independent ofthe metric. (An open map of a compact, 
&nnetied, JocaKy connected metric space respects sm&U paths.) 
If a metric is fixed for X and A c X, we denote the ~-neighborhood f /I by 
N(J& e) and the diameter of A by diam -4. The closure of A is denoted cl A. 
The hard part of this proof is showing that if f is positively expansive, then it 
expands m~all distances. In doing this, we follow [l, pp. 103-106] quite closely. 
Intuitively we would like to use a “metric” d’ defined by 
d’(x, y)= l/min{n: d[.f’“(x),f”(y)]>ch 
This is because f increases d’ monotonely. Unfortunately d’ is not continuous. We 
“interpolate” d’ using Frink’s Metrization Lemma to get t’he desired metric. 
We prepare for this part of the proof by a sequence of lemmas. 
Inheritance Lemma. The map ,f expands small distances if and only if ,f” does for 
n al. 
For a proof, see [1, Proof of Lemma 2, p. IOl], 
w, e {(x, y): p(x, y) s 1,/2”1 c u,-+ 
For a proof see f5, pp. Zss-186). 
Le _ f be a po~itiv~~ly expansive map of 8 compact me 
fo > 0 be the correspo 
We remark that I. Rosenholtz’ example [8, pp. 3-Q] show that g(U,) need not 
be a neighborhood of A. 
Since Vi .* ir a neighborhood fthee diagonal, there LIP 6> 0 such t.hat @(.$I ; .@,c 
Since X is compact and x Vn = A, there e&s& N a 1 .wch that kt,+~ c=i IU(d; 
Then V~+N C’V1+NO V~+&=V&et U(l=.x>cXandforq.;;r:l, &=v$++p--~)~. 
Met& Lemma, ‘I%ere is a metric p for X such that 
U” ‘I{(& y): p(x, y)u 1/2”}c U”-* fiwn a 1. 
Proof. The sequence {Un} of neighborhoods of A obv@sly satisfies all - #the 
hypotheses ofFrink’s Metrization Lemma except he relation Un+l Q Um+1 Q C&.+1 c 
U,, for n 2 9. This r.elation holds by construction for n = 0, 1. Let p = (x, y) E 
u fl+l Q Un+* ‘ L!n+r for n > 1. Then there exist points a and b in X such t!,at 
lx, u)u (a, 6% !h, y) f= Un+b 
ForOSj+z-l)N, 
g/( P) -y [f’(x), fill 0 [f’Wl f’(b)1 0 ff’(b), f’(y>] 
CV t+dV-j ’ Vl+nN-j ’ VI-t-&d-j 
Therefore d!‘,@(x), f’(y)]<: c for 0 gj s (n - 1)N; hence 
p = (?., Y) E Vl+(n-1rN = v,. 
We appEy Frink’s Metriza,tion Lemma to complete the proof. 
Proof of Ttteorem 1. It is obvious that (2.1) implies (1.2). Supposc f inmaws 
ma!! distances. Then there exist a metric (d for X and a number Q >O such that 
0 c d(x, y) c e implies d[,f(x ), f(y)]M(x, y), Suppose there exist distinct points x 
anti y ir! X such that d[f”~x),f”(y)l~$ for n 30. The M% B = 
cl{g”(x, y)* n =a, 1, L , ,} is a closed g-invaria:,lt set in X xx’, Let ($s v) bt: a paint 
at which d attains its maximum. Then d(& q) * d(x, y) >* i) and 8e 
J, f(?q)] s d (6, q) < e, a contradiction. Hr3nce 4~ is an expansive coiAti,:t and 
f it; positively expansive. Thus (1.2) implies (1.3). 
oose a metric d fur X ar,d let c 
sets V, ;ind U, as above and let p be the 
etric Lemma. suppose 0 < p(x, y) G l/32. 
ni’i’<iS(n+l)N and d[fiGx), f*(y)]>c. 
Zet (2, w) =fl[f”“(x), f3N(y)J. Then 
Oa(~-3)Wr<i~-3N~(n-2)N 
and I ” 
6[4-- 1N(t), f+3N h)] = d[ f”(x), f’(y): :,b t.1. 
)fe!%x [fSN(x), f3N(y)]6 b&n-2fN = &--I* )Qmm 
pEf3Nw,~f’NtYp 112” >2Pb, Yh 
Hence fN eipir~ds mall distances and by the Inheritance Le 
3. Pmuf af Thorem 3 
First we establish some useful emmas. 
Arclength Metric Lemma. Let X be a compact, locally comecred, metric (d) space. 
There is u metric D for 2 and a number a! > 0 such that if D(Ix, y) 9 CY, then 
D(X, y) = inf{diam Q(I): Q isa path from x to y). 
Here diamet& is taken with respect to the metric d. 
Iproof. Since X is locally arcwise connected and compact, one card cover X by 
arcwise connected open sets. Let Q be a Lebesgue numbers for this cover. Define 
I)(x, y) = min(inf{diam q(I): Q is a path from x to y}, cu}. 
Here diameter is taken with respect to the metricd. Since a(t) is a path from x to 
;r if and only if ~(1 - t) is a path from y to x, .0(x, y ) = D(y, x). Obviously D(x, y ) 2 0 
and equality holds if and only if x = y. To establish the triangle inequality, we 
consider cases. If n, y and z are poin ts of X and max(D(.u, z), D(z, y )) = cx, then 
D(x, y) G at e. D(x, 2) +D(z, y), If max{D(x, f), D(z, y)} C. cy, let S > 0 be given. 
There exist paths Q~ from x to z and 4p2 from z to y such that 
P)(x, z)Gdiam rpi(l)<=s(x, z)+$, 
iam @z(1) c= D(z, y ) + $8. 
{p, q)C rpi(l) for j z= 1 or 2, then 
s cliam Q, (I) + diam Q2(l). 
In either case, 
D(x, Q) s diam QI * Q*(I) s diam q1(1) +dipun ~2t.f) _ 
Hence D(x, y) s D(x, z) +D(z, y). 
Let X be covered by the interiors of a finite t;er: _:(. compact connected sets 
A lr***r A,. Since each Ai is unifonrtl~ arcvllisc WWW.: ;. (4, Lemma 3-29, p. 1291, 
for E >O there is Ai ,O such that if x an& jt G 5 Ia :_r~.;: ‘t &I Ai and &x, y)<&, then 
zhere is an arc from x to y of diameter less th;ti: -3 “A :, @ be a Lebesgue number 
for the cover {int Ai}. If E > 0 be given, let 6 = minti, c p . ,6,}. Then d (x, y) < 6 
Implies D(x, y) c E. Thus the identity map (X, d) + ,X, ,Y ip mrt&uws, Betic~ a 
homeomorphism. Therefore 13) is a metric for X and oby . Y.I~ iv has the deseed 
property. 
The following lemma is a trivial consequence of &%Mw~ .4. the triangle 
inequality. 
Comparison Lemma. Let JP be a path in X. ?‘hen : 
Sm~li Paths Lemma. If f expands paths and respects small paths, then /G-* m 3 1, 
P’ respects small paths. I 
Proof. Since j expands mall paths, there exist a metric /3: for X and number P 4 :b I 
and K > 0 such that 
Since f respects small paths there exist numbers E ::-* hC and 6 > 0 such that 2 
dt x, y ) < 6 and 43 is a path lrom f(x) to f(y) for which :. “;;Q) < 6, these there k of 
path $ from x to y such thai f 0 $ = Q. Let pn 3 1 be givcci, Choose! o 3 0 such that 
d(x, y I< v implies d[ f’(x), f’(y)] C 6 for 0 Gj G Ut. 
Suppose d (x, ~7) < 6 and Q. is a path from f”(x) to f”(y) for whi(:h =%(~a) c 
min(&, K}. For k = 1, . . . , m, suppose q8rn-k 1s a path from ik(x) to fk (j*) such that 
Z~Q,, -d < min(e, K). Since d[fk-'(x),fk-'(yYj-e: 6, there is a path Q~~-(~-I) from 
f” ‘(x1 to Ike ‘(y) such that f 0 Qa,,,-_tk-Ij = p,n_.k. f_Qience 
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By~~du&~ti,.we-getaptlth q;Pm from x to y such .&at f” * Qm - Qo. Thus, f" respects 
small paths. 
proot uf %lworem 3. We show that (Xi) impliek’(3.2). If f expands mall distances, 
~~~~~~~~.~~~~ &for X 8an&@ur&e& 8 > Q and A > 1 au& that 0 I< d(x, y ) < c 
iniplies 4@(x), f(y)]> hd(x, y). ‘L&t a ta@ent p&h rp ‘at SC b giveti. If 3?(q) = 0, 
there is netting to prove. If 0 c Z(rp) < 6, then there is a point p E q(l) such that 
o<~[p)=d(x,p)<e. Then 
zif o d a d[f ix), f(p)] 3 Adix, P) = u(Q). 
L,et wt be the largest positive integer such that $t?(f’ 0Q) C E for 0 G j 6 m. Then, 
by induction, .%?( f’ 0 cp) d,%(Q) for 0 6 j G m. By the choice of m, 2if( f m 0 Q) > E. 
If 5!?( fk Q Q) a e, there is p E fk 0 ~(1) such that E/A S d(x, pj C E. Then 
9( fk41 oQ)~d[f(x),f(p)l~Adix, P)-. 
Hence for k a m, 3?( fk 0 Q) ZB E. So for all n 3 8, %( f n 0 Q) 2 min{A “9(p), E}. There- 
fore f is Duvall-Husch expanding. 
We.show that (3.2) implies (3.3). Suppose f is Duvall-Husch expanding. Then 
there exist a metric d for X and numbers K >O and A > 1 such hat if $5 is a tangent 
path and 52 $c 0, 
s( f” * Q) 3 min{A ‘s(Q), K}. 
Let # be any path in X. Choose a point p E #(I) such that 9’(+) = d(x, p). Since 
$(I) iS aXWiSe connected, let Q be an arc from x to F in ?#?(I)% Since Q is a tangent 
path, 
s( f n * 9) 3 s( f n 0 Q) a min{A ‘g(q), K! = min{A ‘s(ij& K} for n a 0. 
We show that (3.3) implies (3.1). There exist a metric d for X and numbers 
A>landK>Osuchthat”ifu,isapathinX, 
d?(f” oq)barin{U!Y?(f),K) lur .nlHI. 
Choose m such that A” = fi > 3, Let g = f”. Then, by the Small Paths Lemma, g 
respects mall paths. Further, if Q is a p~.eh inX, for n 3 0 
iZ(g” 0 rp) a min(y %E(yr), K). 
Let D and ar be as in the Arclength Nkhric Lemma. We show that g increases 
small (D)-distances, which, by Theorem 1 and the Inheritance Lemma, is sufficient 
to establish (3.1). Let 6 >: 0 and E 3 0 be the numbers guaranteer? to exist by the 
fiact hat xg rospec@, T?,v~ exists q >I 0 such that D(x, y) < q implies 
nix, y) < 8. Let t) = }* Suppose Bix, y) < vu If JXgixS, giy)l~ us there 
is nothing to prove. Sup-ose E@[g(x), g(y)]<v. The 
from q(x) to g(y) d diam cct Q4. 
ct to She metric d. the ~ompa~isor~ Lemma,for such 
Therefore, 
~[gW, g(u )I 2 irlf{diam g 0 Q(Z)} - 
;B inf{$hrn Q (I) j 
> inf{diam Q(Z)) = D(x, y)= 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 3, 
Clearly the proof of Theorem 1 follows the proof in [t] quite closely. 
The author acknowledges with great pleasure many conversations with Ethan 
Coven about all these matters. 
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